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Security overview

Keep your information secure 
with Dropbox Business
Dropbox Business provides the administrative control and visibility features to help 
effectively manage the security of your information, with the same easy-to-use 
sharing and storage tool trusted by millions of users. Behind the intuitive interface 
is a secure, sophisticated infrastructure, which both secures important data and 
allows admins to layer and customize policies of their own.

Gain visibility and control
No two organizations are exactly alike, so we’ve developed a number of tools that let admins customize Dropbox Business to 
their teams’ particular needs.

Directory services integration. Simplify provisioning and deprovisioning by automatically adding and removing 
users from existing Active Directory or LDAP deployments or through one of our identity management providers.

Single sign-on (SSO). Streamline authentication by working with one of our officially supported SSO providers or 
with your own SAML 2.0-compliant solution.

Sharing controls. Set policies for sharing outside the team, and set different rules for shared folders and shared 
links. Further protect data with the ability to disable shared links from the admin console.

Access management. Track account usage by viewing linked devices and third-
party apps, as well as active web sessions. Control team data by terminating 
any session and deleting local copies of files.

Comprehensive auditing. Gain deep visibility with exportable logs of user 
sharing activity, along with changes to passwords, logins, administrative actions, 
third-party apps, linked devices, and membership.

Two Dropboxes. Each user can access both a personal and a work Dropbox at the same time, across all devices, 
enabling clear separation of data. Admins can turn off desktop client access to this feature for team members.

Remote wipe. Protect business data when employees leave or in the event of 
device loss by deleting data from computers and mobile devices.

Account transfer. Seamlessly transition from one team member to the next by 
transferring ownership of business files and folders.

Tiered admin roles. Manage your team more effectively by choosing one of 
three access levels for admins.
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Empower team members
Dropbox Business also includes tools that allow team members to further protect their accounts and data.

Recovery and version control. Protect important data by restoring lost files and 
retrieving unlimited previous versions of files.

Two-step verification. Add an extra layer of protection by requiring a six-digit 
security code along with a password upon sign-in or when linking devices.

Account activity. Stay up-to-date with information on shared folders and 
active sharing links, as well as a running log of file/folder edits, additions, and 
deletions, all from our web app.

Access management. Monitor and control devices, active sessions, and linked third-party apps from any 
web browser.

View-only permissions for shared folders. Determine who can view or edit files within a shared folder.

Passwords and expirations for shared links. Create boundaries around who can access content through shared 
links and for how long.

Get peace of mind
Dropbox is designed with multiple layers of protection, including secure data 
transfer, encryption, network configuration, and application-level controls that are 
distributed across a scalable, secure infrastructure.

Encryption in transit. Dropbox uses Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)/Transport 
Layer Security (TLS) for data transfer, creating a secure tunnel protected by 
128-bit or higher Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) encryption.

Encryption at rest. File data at rest is encrypted using 256-bit AES. Data is split into discrete file blocks, with each 
encrypted for storage.

Reliable access. Keep your work available with storage designed for 99.999999999% durability.

Compliance. Dropbox, our data centers, and our managed service provider undergo regular third-party audits. 
Our SOC 1, 2, and 3 audit reports are available, as are our ISO 27001 and 27018 certificates. In addition, we sign 
BAAs with customers who require them in order to comply with HIPAA/HITECH. And Dropbox is a member of CSA’s 
Security, Trust & Assurance Registry (STAR).

Privacy. Our privacy policy is designed to safeguard the collection, use, and disclosure of your business’ 
information, and we comply with the U.S.–E.U. and U.S.–Swiss Safe Harbor frameworks. The complete policy is 
available at www.dropbox.com/privacy.

Workflow integration. Extend the capabilities of Dropbox Business and seamlessly integrate your core IT 
processes with SIEM, DLP, eDiscovery, DRM, data migration, and identity management solutions from industry-
leading providers.
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